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Abstract - With the evolution of generation picture 
captioning is a totally essential issue of virtually all industries 
regarding information abstraction. To interpret such 
information by a machine may be very complex and time-
consuming. For a device to apprehend the context and 
surroundings info of an photo, it wishes a higher 
understanding of the outline projected from the picture. Many 
deep gaining knowledge of techniques have now not followed 
conventional strategies however are changing the manner a 
machine is familiar with and translates. Majorly the usage of 
Captions and attaining a properly-described vocabulary 
linked to images. With the improvements in technology and 
ease of computation of extensive information has made it 
possible for us to without problems observe deep gaining 
knowledge of in several projects the usage of our non-public 
computer. A solution calls for each that the content of the 
photograph is thought and translated to that means within 
the phrases of words, and that the phrases must string 
collectively to be comprehensible. It combines both laptop 
imaginative and prescient using deep mastering and herbal 
language processing and marks a virtually tough trouble in 
broader synthetic intelligence. 

In this project, we create an automatic photo captioning 
version the use of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) and 
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) to provide a series of texts 
that great describe the photograph. Using Flickr 8000 dataset, 
we have organized our model. As the image captioning 
requires a neural network right here we've got nicely 
described steps to carry out. To create a deep neural 
community using CNN and RNN, We first hyperlink the 
description to the photograph convolutional neural network 
will take the image and segregate it into a number of traits, 
the recurrent neural community will make this function into 
well-described descriptive language. 

The task makes use of the encoder-decoder model, wherein 
the CNN which performs the function extraction and the 
output of the encoder is fed to the decoder which approaches 
the categorized features into suitable sentences. The 
characteristic extraction could be finished by using the today's 
Inception V3 module-50 era with method of switch learning in 
order that we will adjust the venture-precise to our cause. The 
language model uses herbal language toolkit for simple 
herbal language processing and the structure used for the 
recurrent neural networks is lengthy-brief term memory. 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Our project aims at creating an auto captioning model for an 
image. This can be achieved by using CNN for image feature 
classification. Then we are using RNN for generating the 
caption. We have chosen Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) 

which is a type of RNN model. The LSTM can learn from 
sequential data like a series of words and characters. These 
systems utilize hidden layers that connect the input and 
output layers. Which makes a memory circle with the goal 
that the model can learn from the past yields. So basically, 
CNN works with spatial features and RNN helps in solving 
sequential data. 

This project uses advanced methods of computer vision 
using Deep Learning and natural language processing using 
a Recurrent Neural Network. Deep Learning is a machine 
learning technique with which we can program the 
computer to learn complex models and understand patterns 
in a large dataset. The combination of increasing 
computation speed, wealth of research and the rapid growth 
of technology. Deep Learning and AI is experiencing massive 
growth worldwide and will perhaps be one of the world’s 
biggest industries in the near future. The 21st century is the 
birth of AI revolution, and data becoming the new ’oil’ for it. 
Every second in today’s world large amount of data is being 
generated. We need to build models that can study these 
datasets and come up with patterns or find solution for 
analysis and research. This can be achieved solely due to 
deep learning. 

Computer Vision is a cutting-edge field of computer 
science that aims to enable computers to understand what is 
being seen in an image. Computers don’t perceive the world 
like humans do. For them the perception is just sets of raw 
numbers and because of several limitations like type of 
camera, lighting conditions, clarity, scaling, viewpoint 
variation etc. make computer vision so hard to process as it 
is very tough to build a robust model that can work on every 
condition. 

The neural network architectures normally we see were 
trained using the current inputs only. While developing the 
system, the generating output does not consider the 
previous inputs. It is because of neglecting any memory 
elements present. That is why the use of RNN tackles the 
memory issues that haunt the system. This led us to create 
an efficient system. 
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1.1 Architecture Diagram 

1.2 Background Study 

[1] A Survey on Automatic Image Caption Generation - 
Shuang Bai, Shan An 

Image captioning approach mechanically producing a 
caption for a photograph. As a lately emerged research place, 
its miles attracting more and more interest. To obtain the 
motive of picture captioning, semantic facts of pictures 
desires to be captured and expressed in natural languages. 
Connecting both research communities of computer vision 
and natural language processing, photograph captioning is a 
pretty tough challenge. Various methods have been 
proposed to treatment this hassle. A survey on advances in 
photo captioning research is given. Based on the technique 
accompanied the photograph captioning procedures are 
categorised into distinct training. Representative strategies 
in each class are summarized, and their strengths and 
boundaries are referred to. 

[2] Improving Image Captioning via Leveraging 
Knowledge Graphs - Yimin Zhou, Yiwei Sun, Vasant Honavar 

In this the use of a knowledge graphs that capture 
widespread or common-sense knowledge, to reinforce the 
facts extracted from pics by the state-of- the-artwork 
techniques for image captioning is explored. The outcomes 
of the experiments, on several benchmark statistics sets 
inclusive of MS COCO, as measured by using CIDEr-D, a 
overall performance metric for picture captioning, display 
that the variants of the kingdom-of- the-art techniques for 
photo captioning that make use of the facts extracted from 
expertise graphs can appreciably outperform people who 
depend solely on the data extracted from snap shots. 

[3] Image Captioning with Object Detection and 
Localization - Zhongliang Yang, Yu-Jin Zhang,Sadaqat ur 
Rehman, Yongfeng Huang 

Automatically generating a herbal language description of an 
photo is a challenge close to the heart of photo 
understanding. In this paper, a multi- version neural 
community approach intently associated with the human 
visual system that routinely learns to describe the content 
material of snap shots is presented. The version includes two 
sub-models: an item detection and localization model, which 
extract the statistics of gadgets and their spatial dating in 
pictures respectively; Besides, a deep recurrent neural 
network (RNN) based on lengthy quick-time period memory 
(LSTM) gadgets with attention mechanism for sentences era. 

Each phrase of the description could be robotically aligned to 
unique items of the enter image whilst it is generated. This is 
similar to the eye mechanism of the human visual gadget. 
Experimental consequences on the Flickr 8k dataset 
showcase the merit of the proposed technique, which 
outperform previous benchmark models 

[4] Convolutional Image Captioning - Jyoti Aneja, Aditya 
Deshpande, Alexander G. Schwing 

In latest years giant development has been made in 
photograph captioning, the use of Recurrent Neural 
Networks powered by means of lengthy-short-time period-
reminiscence (LSTM) devices. Despite mitigating the 
vanishing gradient problem, and in spite of their compelling 
potential to memorize dependencies, LSTM units are 
complicated and inherently sequential throughout time. 
However, the complex addressing and overwriting 
mechanism blended with inherently sequential processing, 
and big garage required because of back-propagation thru 
time (BPTT), poses demanding situations at some point of 
education. 

2. METHODOLOGY 

WORKING 

Now, to create a deep neural network the usage of CNN and 
RNN. We first hyperlink the description to the photograph 
convolutional neural network will take the image and 
segregate it into a number of traits, recurrent neural 
network will make this feature into properly-described 
descriptive language. 

Proposed Model  

CNN Encoder 

The encoder is based totally on a Convolutional neural 
network that encodes a picture right into a compact 
representation. The CNN-Encoder is an Inception V3 
module (Residual Network.One layer activation has using 
skips series that depend on the device. And wherein it gets 
inputted to every other layer, going even further into 
network, accordingly making the use of inception v3 
module viable. 
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RNN Decoder 

The CNN encoder is followed with the aid of a recurrent 
neural network that generates a corresponding sentence. 
The RNN-Decoder consists in a unmarried LSTM layer 
observed through one absolutely-connected (linear) layer. 
The RNN community is trained on the Flickr 8k dataset. It is 
used to are expecting the following phrase of a sentence 
based totally on preceding phrases. The captions are offered 
as a list of tokenized phrases in order that the RNN version 
can teach and back propagate to lessen mistakes and 
generate higher and more comprehensible texts describing 
the photograph. 

Flickr 8k dataset: 

This dataset contains 8,000 images where each image 
has 5 different descriptions based on the features and 
context. Here they are well defined and used in various 
different environments.  

Inception V3 module: 

There are 4 versions. The first Google Net must be the 
Inception-v1, but there are numerous typos in Inception-v3 
which lead to wrong descriptions about Inception versions. 
These maybe due to the intense ILSVRC competition at that 
moment. Consequently, there are many reviews within the 
internet mixing up between v2 and v3. Some of the reviews 
even think that v2 and v3 are an equivalent with just some 
minor different settings. 

Hardware and Software Requirements 

Hardware 

 Processor: Minimum 1 GHz; Recommended 2GHz 
or more. 

 Ethernet connection (LAN) OR a wireless adapter 
(Wi-Fi) 

 Hard Drive: Minimum 32 GB; Recommended 64 GB 
or more. 

 Memory (RAM): Minimum 1 GB; Recommended 4 
GB or above. 

SOFTWARE 

 Keras 

 TensorFlow 

 Jupyter Notebook 

 Windows/Linux 

DATASET/TOOL USED – 

Flickr 8k dataset which comes with images and captions for 
supervised learning. 

Results 
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CONCLUSION : 

In this paper, we have presented a multimodal methodology 
for automatic captioning of image based on InceptionV3 and 
LSTM. The model proposed had been designed with encoder-
decoder architecture which was trained over a huge Flicker 
8k dataset consisting of a set of 8000 images with their 
respective captions. We adopted InceptionV3, a 
convolutional neural network, as the encoder to encode an 
image into a compact representation as the feature matrix. 
Thereafter, a language model LSTM was selected as the 
decoder to generate the description. The experimental 
evaluations indicate that the proposed model is able to 
generate accurate captions for images. 

 


